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Press Release 4/2021 Brussels, 20 October 2021 

For immediate release 

 

EASE Welcomes the European Commission’s Recognition of Energy Storage to Tackle the 

Recent Gas Price Spikes, but Further Ambition is Required to Unlock Full Potential 

 

20 October 2021: Recently, European countries have seen an unexpected and strong surge in 

gas prices. Price spikes have caused numerous problems affecting industry and society. One 

of the worst consequences is the aggravating condition of the several million European 

citizens suffering from energy poverty.  

The European Commission identifies, among the main causes, a strong and sudden increase 

in gas demand due to the European economy recovery following the pandemic, and the on-

going dependence on gas imports from non-EU countries. It is vital to highlight that this 

situation is not a result of the energy transition, but rather of the continued dependency on 

fossil fuels, as recognised by the European Commission’s Vice-President Frans Timmermans. 

In this context, hundreds of gigawatt-hours of renewable energy is being wasted through 

curtailment due to lack of system flexibility.  

Energy storage provides an environmentally-friendly and economically sustainable solution 

to these issues by balancing out any differences in energy supply. Energy storage accelerates 

the decarbonisation of the European energy system and contributes to the European Union’s 

2050 climate-neutrality target. As recognised by the European Commission, energy storage 

is a key tool to limit the gas spike impact and supports a decarbonised and resilient energy 

system. Citizens and communities can become more resilient in a decentralised energy system 

where they can be empowered through participation in the energy market. Energy storage 

solutions support European industry to protect itself from any future external disruption while 

also decarbonising their production. 

Importantly, energy storage is the only solution providing energy shifting, where the energy 

produced via renewables during the summer, which would otherwise be curtailed, is used in 

the winter months. 

But there are still many existing barriers to fully untap Europe’s energy storage potential. 

Market regulation undervalues energy storage’s contribution: for example, in the context of 

energy shifting, such a service is not renumerated in any European country. Tax, levies, and 

grid fees for energy storage are not proportionate to the contribution provided to the grid, as 

double taxation is often the norm across Europe. Finally, any actor willing to invest in energy  
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storage systems faces financial risk as contracts from system operators are often too short-

term to develop a sound business case. 

This price spike should be a warning for policymakers to understand the risk of depending 

on fossil fuels. It is necessary to take additional bold steps to reform the current energy 

system. Energy storage is fundamental for the security of energy supply and to keep energy 

prices stable.  

 

 

 

 

 

About EASE 

The European Association for Storage of Energy (EASE) is the leading member-supported association 

representing organisations active across the entire energy storage value chain. EASE supports the 

deployment of energy storage to support the cost-effective transition to a resilient, climate-neutral, 

and secure energy system. EASE was established in 2011 and represents over 50 members including 

utilities, technology suppliers, research institutes, distribution system operators, and transmission 

system operators. 

 

For more information please visit: www.ease-storage.eu 
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